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I found another jewel! Author K.B. McFarlane was universally extolled by his fellow historians for his exhaustive
scholarship on late Medieval England, but he met an untimely death by stroke in , leaving most of his work unpublished.

May 22, admin History 8 Nobility: Medieval French nobility, British nobility, German nobility. Nobility rank coronets - nobility crowns Nobility titles The European nobility, the highest ranking citizens of a country
besides the royal family, consisted of anyone who had been summoned to Parliament. Usually they were the
owners of a vasselage, land given to them for their allegiance and services to the ruling monarch. Although
titles were given different names in different countries, the system of ranking the nobility is pretty much the
same throughout Europe. Nobility hierarchy â€” list of nobility titles and female equivalents. In medieval
times title was used in Holy Roman Empire. Currently, the Emperor of Japan is the only monarch who has the
title of Emperor. King is head of state called a kingdom or a realm. Dukes are the closest and highest ranking
peers of the king. Dukes were usually relatives of a sovereign family. Marquess was responsible for defence of
border lands, he had more men at arms than other nobles. Those counts who were granted land, were usually
given a small area called a county or countship, although some counties rivaled some duchies for size. Early
viscounts were the equivalent of sherrifs and were therefore appointed by the monarch, however, the title
eventually became hereditary. Each viscount was responsible for an area that was either known as a viscounty,
a viscountship or a viscountcy which was essentially their jurisdiction. Originally anyone who was given land
from the king for military service, from counts or earls all the way down were considered barons. A barony
was created either by letters patent or by a writ of summons that invited someone to Parliament. It is also not
considered an order of knighthood but ranks above all knightly orders except the Order of the Garter and the
Order of the Thistle. The title of baronet was created by James I of England as a means of raising funds. The
female title of baronetess is a rare one as there have only ever been four. Knight Esquire Originally squire â€”
an assistant of knight shield bearer , eldest son of knight or sons of peers. Gentleman A man with an income
derived from property, a legacy or some other source, and was thus independently wealthy and did not need to
work. Someone who could not claim nobility or even the rank of esquire.
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The Earls and Edward I, Book: Nobility and Kingship in Medieval England: University of Leicester Citation:
The Earls and Edward I, , review no. The author offers a more subtle and thoughtful but also wider-based
assessment of the relationship than those offered by T. McFarlane â€” still after so many years the key players
in the discussion. This is a lively, thoughtful book with many useful points, and it is hard to summarise all it
has to offer in so short a review. The section on the king and the earls has an interesting and generally
successful structure, starting where the king and his earls had the potential to get along well e. Looking at the
individuals involved and focussing in on the charter witness lists, Spencer examines how Edward I used his
nobles to control the country, and in doing so, the image of a more subtle, tailored method of political
management emerges. The section looks at how justice was dispensed, both to the earls and barons, and
through them to the kingdom as a whole, as well as focussing in on the thorny issue of franchises, especially in
connection with the much discussed quo warranto proceedings. They were, in particular, using not just feudal
tenants for service, but also individuals connected through a number of other means cash, temporary forms of
grant, royal blood, family tradition, etc. Likewise, the general dearth of magnate links with royal officialdom
in the localities, links which are one of the hallmarks of the later bastard feudal relationship, comes to the fore.
These mini-studies emphasise that the earls were able to be their own men in their localities, and only had
problems with royal authority when the king himself became involved. That said, though for most of the
period there was little necessity for any substantial manifestation of a bastard feudal relationship between earls
and men, by the end of the reign â€” especially given the growing power of the royal government â€” this was
no longer the case, and more use by the nobility of such relationships seemed increasingly necessary. Overall,
this final section emphasises how the Edwardian settlement after the s was applied in practice, but also how
the drive for both compromise and reform started to fade late in his reign, especially by the mid s and the
growing financial and recruitment crises connected with the war in France. On the whole this is an effective
structure, and though with such a setup there is bound to be some overlap, the author does his best to minimise
this. At the end of the book there are three appendices calendaring the contents of the acta of the Earls of
Lancaster, Lincoln and Cornwall. To understand how the 15th century relates back to the 13th century, surely
one needs to take further into account the developments of the 14th century, even if they end up being dead
ends â€” after all even dead ends can tell the historian something about what came before. This is not to say a
strong, coherent argument does not emerge in section three. The use of the evidence is generally effective,
though it could be a little more considered in a couple of places. After all, individuals may well have been
present, but that does not necessarily mean anything more, especially when dealing with the deferential world
around the royal court. Most of us have been in meetings where we are merely bodies, and expected to behave
as such. In such situations, presence in situations can simply mean presence voluntary or otherwise , rather
than acquiescence, let alone acceptance, of what is done. It would have been helpful to get a sense of if and
when the earls were at court, and yet did not witness such charters. Similarly, though less crucial, a little more
thought could be paid to the use of inquisitions post mortem at times pp. Spencer does realise that any income
worked out from inquisitions returns is probably a minimum, but could have engaged more with Hunnisett
through to Hicks 2 ; even a discussion around the 15thâ€”century IPMs inquisitions post mortem might have
been useful â€” on the reasons why figures, or even identities of properties, derived from such material can
still, at times, be problematic. Similarly, there are other issues which the author might think about further. The
place of the emerging parliamentary peerage, and parliament as a whole, feels somewhat underplayed here. If
nothing else, how does the idea and reality of the earl here coincide with what is later articulated in the Modus
Tenendi Parliamentum of the s? In a similar mode, Quia Emptores and De Donis, as well as the beginnings of
the emergence of the enfeoffment-to-use, get relatively little space and yet will become increasingly crucial
for understanding relations between royals and nobles, and between nobles. Alice de Lacy, for one, seems to
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have been quite a spirited character throughout her life, and had her own impact on the nature of the estates
which came to her hands. If nothing else, the image of medieval society as fundamentally interconnected,
rather than reflecting a unitary yet internally divided entity, starts to appear repeatedly in texts and
illuminations by the end of the high middle ages. And, of course, the growing impact of the towns and the
urban elites on the contours of the political and economic landscape is given little space here. Finally, some
aspects of the presentation of this book could be tightened up. There are also a number of throw away lines
which sound like they should be exam or essay questions rather than statements of fact: Discuss, and then
discuss again. Perhaps Edward I was, and therein lay his real strength? Perhaps, as noted above, the text could
have done with a little more polish and attention to detail at times, and a little less selective engagement with
the wider later medieval historiographical landscape. Back to 1 R. Essays in Honour of Kathleen Major, ed.
Storey Oxford, , pp. Back to 3 August Andrew Spencer Posted: In mitigation I would say that a monograph of
this kind is always likely to be less comprehensive than either author or audience might wish. There are
always more things which one would like to have written about, but had I covered all those mentioned by Dr
Bothwell the book would have been closer to , words than , and my editors would have been tearing their hair
out! I do think, however, that I have taken greater care over my use of charter witness evidence than Dr
Bothwell fears, while it is, perhaps, going a little far to suggest that a single mention of the tripartite view of
medieval society constitutes a belief in its applicability that excludes all others. There is one part of the
review, however, that needs a more detailed response. I always expected my discussion of bastard feudalism to
attract most comment, in particular my detailed comparison between bastard feudalism in the late 14th and
15th centuries and the circumstances of the 13th century. Unlike him, I would suggest that there is an
unfortunate gap in the historiography of noble power in the localities in the 14th century between the work of
Maddicott and Phillips and that of the later 14th and 15th centuries starting with Walker, all of which I discuss
extensively. That is not to say, of course, that the nobility have been neglected by scholars of Edward III, but
the focus of Ayton, Fowler and Green, for instance, has been primarily on their military role, while Dr
Bothwell himself has documented their relationship with the king through the prism of patronage. It is for
14th-century scholars to fill the gap and this book is meant in part to act as a spur for this to happen. Back to
1a D. Crouch, The English Aristocracy, â€” Back to 2a J. Maddicott, Thomas of Lancaster, â€” Phillips,
Aymer de Valence, Earl of Pembroke, â€” Walker, The Lancastrian Affinity, â€”99 Oxford, Back to 3a G.
Saul, Knights and Esquires: Knightly Families in Sussex, â€” Oxford, Back to 4a A. Ayton, Knights and
Warhorses: Back to 5a C. Essays in Honour of Jenny Wormald, ed. S Boardman and Julian Goodacre
Edinburgh, Back to 6a Related reviews.
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Clergy were also an important part of the social order during the Middle Ages, though they were not
necessarily considered a separate class. Royals had complete power over the land and political and economic
decisions during the Middle Ages. Kings The King was the highest authority in the land. The King had to
make laws, attempt to remove poverty from the Kingdom and take care of the citizens in his kingdom. Queens
Though they did not often rule alone, Queens played an important part in the Medieval class system. Queens
were usually second in command to Kings, and often served as regents when their King was unfit to rule,
either because he was ill or considered too young to make intelligent decisions. Queens also served as
hostesses and event planners. Princes Depending on their birth order, a prince may have been next in line for
the throne when his father died. Princes most likely sat in on courtly meetings. Princesses Princesses were not
usually next in line for the throne unless there was no male heir who could take the place on the throne that
was being left. Princesses were oftentimes married off to princes in other countries in order to secure long
lasting friendly economic and political ties with those countries. Sometimes this was successful, but more
often than not it backfired. Nobility included hereditary nobility, which were those whose power was
bestowed on them through blood relations, and non-hereditary nobility, which included those who rose to
power through non-familial means. Hereditary Nobility Dukes The main responsibility of a Duke was to be
the ruler of a province. A Duke was also the direct superior of a Count. The Duke was the highest ranking in
the nobility. The female equivalent of a Duke was a Duchess. Barons A baron was responsible first to his king
and second to the people who lived on his manor. The king might require the baron to serve in the military or
engage in various other activities. If he did not comply, the baron could lose his manor, his luxurious lifestyle,
or maybe even his life. A baron also sometimes served as judges in a court of crime or passed out sentences in
court. Their primary duty as a vassal was to aid and protect the lord in his army. Peasants The lowest social
rank in the Middle Ages were the peasants. The peasant class included Freemen, who had some rights and
land, serfs, who had no rights, and slaves, who were bought and sold. Freemen Freeman were poor farmers
who had control of small portions of land. Freeman usually made just enough money to live on. They sold
their crops and may have worked with a trade. Serfs Serfs had no political power and were not allowed having
control of property. They lived on the property of a noble vassal, and, in order to repay the vassal for letting
the serf live on his property, the serf worked the land and was at the disposal of the vassal. Serfs were slaves in
all but name. Slaves Slavery, the practice of buying and selling human workers, was outlawed for much of the
Middle Ages, but it was still conducted throughout Europe for most of the time period. Slavery was a favored
practice among the Vikings, who took slaves when they invaded and raided new territories. Clergy The clergy
was not considered one of the social classes of the Middle Ages, but it did play an important and influential
role at the time and did have a hierarchy of its own. The Pope was, naturally, at the top of the order, while
nuns and monks were at the lowest end. Popes For much of the Middle Ages, Popes were the last word in
anything to do with the church. Popes had a heavy influence over political and economic decisions as well for
a time. However, towards the end of the Middle Ages Popes lost their political power when the Catholic
Church came under a lot of scrutiny from the public. Bishops After the Pope, the Bishop was the highest
ranking official in the church. Bishops were considered to be nobility and were usually very wealthy. They
had many responsibilities such as settling annulments of marriages. Priests Priests gave Mass in Church and in
the Castle. They were also responsible for collecting church taxes and spreading alms to the poor. Because
they were usually the only people in the village who could read and write, priests often were the ones who
kept records for the church. Monks Monks were the lowest ranking in the church. Monks lived in monasteries
and usually wore brown robes. Monks devoted their lives to learning and they could usually read and write in
Latin. Some of the first Bibles were scribed by monks as the printing press had not yet been invented.
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Kenneth Bruce McFarlane authors a study on the nobility class in late medieval England. He understanding of late
medieval feudal relationships is a key part of his contribution to studies in medieval nobility.

Chapter 5 : Social Classes in the Middle Ages | Middle Ages
The titled nobility of England and Ireland consisted of one rank until , namely that of earl. Edward I () led a restrictive
policy on the creation of new earldoms, and at the end of his reign the number of earls was at eleven.

Chapter 6 : Nobility Titles and Ranks in Medieval Europe
The Nobility of Later Medieval England: The Ford Lectures for and Related Studies. K. B. McFarlane.

Chapter 7 : Top shelves for The Nobility of Later Medieval England
The English Nobility in the Later Middle Ages This may sound a little dry, but this is the kind of book where you will learn
"why" things happened as well as "what". For instance, he goes into great detail about inheritance and primogeniture.

Chapter 8 : Booklist I - Wars of the Roses
Get this from a library! The nobility of later medieval England: the Ford lectures for and related studies,. [K B
McFarlane].

Chapter 9 : Historical Britain Blog Â» Book Review: Nobility of Later Medieval England by K.B. McFarlane
Reviews Nobility in Late Medieval England" (pp. ), a lively and stimulating study that deserves to be read by literary
scholars and by historians of the.
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